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Summary 

The problem of diffraction by a slit aperture in a nonplanar screen formed 
by two inclined half· planes is formulated in terms of integral equations by means 
of the Lebedev transform. A convenient iterative solution of these equations is 
presented, based on a theorem by Karp and Zitron and its interpretations. The 
diffracted field is computed and compared with experimental measurements, and 
is found to contain a reflection interaction effect due to the nonplanar screen 
geometry. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies in aperture diffraction theory have almost entirely been confined to 
apertures in plane screens. Out of the considerable literature on the subject, only a 
very few papers have been concerned with apertures in nonplanar screens. The reason 
for this may be that planar diffraction pr~blems are far from being exhausted, and 
that a nonplanar screen introduces new difficulties in the mathematical analysis. 
However, a study of the problem of diffraction by an aperture in a nonplanar screen 
would be useful for comparison with diffraction by an identical aperture in a plane 
screen and for testing various approximate theories that have been used fairly 
successfully in planar problems. The planar problem possesses a plane of symmetry 
that results in certain simple properties of the diffracted field, e.g. the Babinet 
principle, and the property of an unperturbed tangential magnetic field and a normal 
electric field in the aperture plane. Without such a plane of symmetry, a nonplanar 
screen may have other characteristic properties not evident in the planar case. 

The simplest nonplanar problem is that of a slit aperture formed by two 
inclined half-planes. Skalskaya (1963) has suggested an approximate solution of the 
integral equations for the induced currents on the screens for E-polarized plane 
wave incidence. His method was to assume that the slit width is large enough for 
the kernel to be suitably approximated so that an iterative solution can be computed. 
The purpose of the present paper is to formulate the more general problem of diffrac
tion by a cylindrical wave, using an approach similar to Skalskaya. For the case of 
plane wave incidence, we show how a convenient iterative scheme may be used. 
Its interpretation in terms of interactions between the screens is discussed. The 
diffracted electric field intensity is also computed and compared with experiment. 
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II. DIFFRACTION BY AN INCIDENT CYLINDRICAL WAVE 

For Dirichlet boundary conditions on the screens A and B with an incident 
cylindrical wave from a line source S, the induced screen currentsjA andjB are given 
by the equations 

L:YO jA(p) Hb2)(k! r-p j) dp = -Hb2)(kSA) - LX) jB(p) Hb2) (kR) dp, (1) 

. (2) (2). (2) f OO foo 
o JB(p)Ho (klr-pl)dp= -Ho (kSB)- 0 JA(p)Ho (kR)dp, (2) 

where the notation is defined in Figure 1. The equation 

100 
jAO(p) Hb2)(k 1 r-p j) dp = -Hb2\kSA) ' (3) 

which describes the half-plane diffraction problem with cylindrical wave incidence, 
will be solved first, since the results will be used in the solution of (1) and (2). 

~-...::::::::~iB(P) 

Half-plane 
B 

Fig. I.-Diagram for diffraction 
by a cylindrical wave from S. 

The Kontorovich-Lebedev transform and its inverse for a function c/>(r) are 
defined as (Kontorovich and Lebedev 1938; Jones 1964) 

cP(t) = 100 
r -1 c/>(r) et1Tt Hf~)(kr) dr, 

c/>(r) = -t 100 tsinh(7Tt)cP(t)et1TtHf~)(kr) dt.· 

Applying this transform to (3), we have 

100 
jAO(p) dp 100 

et1Tt Hf~)(kr) H Hb2)(k 1 r- pi) -e -ikrHb2)(kp)) dr 

(4) 

(5) 

= - 100 et1TtHl~)(kr)HHb2)(kSA)-e-ikrHb2)(kSAO)) dr. (6) 

The left-hand side of (6) becomes 

2 ((2) ------. ) -. . h( ) Ho (kSAO) - cosh(7Tt) (PJAO) , 
It sm 7Tt 
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where we have used the relation 

1 OOjAO(P) H~2)(kp) dp = _H~2)(kSAO) 

derived from (3) by putting r = O. 
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(7) 

The integral on the right-hand side of (6) can be evaluated to give (Oberhettinger 
and Higgins 1961) 

2i (. t"t (2) (2) ) 
tsinh(7Tt) -e Hit (kSAO) cosh(7T-~)t +Ho (kSAO) , 

so that equation (6) can now be written as 

(pjAO) = -eitrt H~~)(kSAO) {cosh(7T-mt}/cosh(7Tt). (8) 

On inverting the transform, we have 

. 1 ( 00 "t a . (2) (2) d 
JAO(r) = 2r Jo te cosh(7T-I')ttanh(7Tt) Hit (kr) Hit (kSAO) t. (9) 

To evaluate this integral, it is convenient to rewrite the integrand interms of modified 
Bessel functions and to assume temporarily that the wave number k is purely 
imaginary. Using 

Kfl(Z) = -ti7Te-iitrflH~2)(ze-ii"), 

equation (9) becomes 

k = -iK, 

jAo(r) = -{ (00 tKit(Kr)Kit(KSAo)cosh(7T-~)ttanh(7Tt) dt, (lO) 
7T r Jo 

which can be written as an integral along the entire real axis of t by use of the relation 

(ll) 

Thus 

(12) 

The path of integration is now closed by a semicircle in the upper half-plane, and 
Cauchy's theorem then yields 

. 00 
jAO(r) = ~r l~o (2n+l)H~tt(kSAo)Jn+t(kr) sin(n+!)~, (13) 

For r > SAO, the arguments of H~2~t and I n+l must be interchanged. 

The solution of an equation of the type 

100 
jA(p) H~2)(k! r- pi) dp = - 100 

jB(p) H62)(kR) dp, (14) 

where only the second term on the right-hand side of (1) or (2) is present, is given by 
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the same procedure from (6) to (13). Thus 

jA(r) = 1'>:) jB(p) jo(r,Ro, y) dp, 

where, from (13), 

• 00 

jo(r, Ro, y) = 21 ~ (2n+ I)H~tl(kRo) In+t(kr) sin(n+t)y, 
r n~O 

r < Ro, (15) 

is the current induced at r on half-plane A due to unit line current at p on half-plane 
B. Equations (1) and (2) have now been transformed into the Fredholm equations 

jA(r) = jo(r, SAO,{3) + roo jB(p)jo(r,Ro,Y) dp, . Jo (I6a) 

(16b) 

III. DIFFRACTION BY AN INCIDENT PLANE WAVE 

. For an E-polarized plane wave incident on the screens in Figure 1, equation 
(1), for example, is modified to 

5000 
gA(p)H62)(klr-pl)dp = (c(1Tk)exp(-ikrcosO)- 5000 

gB(p)H62)(kR)dp, (17) 

where we have assumed that the incident wave makes an angle 0 with the half-plane 
A. The solution of the equation 

roo gAO(p) H62)(k I r- p j) dp = (c(1Tk)exp( -ikrcos 0) (18) Jo . 
is again obtained from the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform. The left-hand side 
of (18) becomes 

it sin2h(-7Tt) (:k - cosh(1Tt) (pgAO)) , 

while the right-hand side gives 

C 2i ( ) 
1Tk t sinh( 1Tt) cosh( Ot) -1 . 

Inverting the transform, 

from which, 

gAO(r) = - :k;r50
oo tet?rttanh(1Tt)cosh(8t)H}~)(kr) dt, 

• 00 

gAO(r) = - ck21 ~ (2n+I)Jn+t (kr) in +t sin(n+t)O . 
1T r n=O 

(19) 

(20) 
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The solution of (17) with only the second term on the right-hand side present is 
given by (15), so that (17) now becomes 

(lA(r) = (lAO(r,O) + 5000 
(lB(p) jo(r,Ro, y) dp (21) 

with a similar equation for (lB(r). 

IV. SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION 

An approximate iterative solution of the integral equations (16) and (21) can 
be obtained by the procedure used in Tan (1968), where the plane slit aperture was 
considered. Each of the line currents (lB(p) in (21), for example, is considered to be 
radiating a cylindrical wave that can be expanded in terms of plane waves and 
derivatives of plane waves with respect to their angles of incidence (Karp and Zitron 
1964). The currents induced on half-plane A by (lB(p) are therefore equivalent to 
those induced by a series of plane waves and their derivatives. We thus write 

jo(r, R o, y) = Hop(p, didO) (lAO(r, 0) , (22) 

where the operator Hop(p, didO) contains the series of plane waves and their deriva
tives. By using 

H~!!(kRo) = (2/7TkRo)lexp{-ikRo+ib+!(n+i)7T} 

X :i: {l+4d2/d02}{9+4d2/d02} .•• {(2m-l)+4d2/d02} 

m=O ( - 8ikRa)m m! (23) 

in equation (15) and comparing with (lAO in (20), we have 

Hop(p, didO) = (2/7TkRo)iexp( -ikRo+il7T) 

(1+ .1+4d2/d02 _ 9+40d2/d02 +16 d4/d04 + ) 
X 1 8kRo 128k2R~ .... 

(24) 
Equation (21) then becomes 

(lA(r) = (lAO(r,O) +{5ooo (lB(p) Hop(p, !) dp}(lAo(r, y), (25) 

where (l(r, y) has been taken outside the integral because y is assumed to be a slowly 
varying function of p. This approximation assumes that the main contribution of 
the interaction between the two screens comes from the induced currents near the 
edges, where y ~ !7T+a. The iteration procedure for solving (25) is now simple, since 
each iteration yields essentially the same integral. For the plane slit aperture y is 
independent of p, and this procedure has been shown to give excellent results com
pared with the rigorous solution in terms of Mathieu functions. The iterative solu
tion has the simple interpretation that it represents a series of successive interactions 
between the two screens. 
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V. CALCULATION OF DIFFRACTED FIELD 

To calculate the diffracted field of screen A, for example, we write from equation 
(21) and Figure 2 

TTk fOO (2) EA(P) = - - (/Ao(r,8)Ho (krA) dr 
c 0 

_ TTk roo !lB(p) dp roo jo(r, Ro, Y) H&2) (krA) dr. c Jo Jo (26) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (26), E 1, is obviously the half-plane diffracted 
field of the incident plane wave, while the second term E2 is the diffracted field 

2 

P 

1 Plane wave 
normal incidel).ce 

Fig. 2 (above).-Diagram for diffraction 
by a normally incident plane wave. 

3 

Fig. 3 (above right).-Diagram for field 4 
from source T and its image T'. 

Fig. 4 (right).-Diagram for reflection 
interaction between screens. 

P 

, , 
, T' (Image of T 
'p in plane of A) 

of the half-plane A due to a line source at p on the half-plane B. These fields are 
given by (Born and Wolf 1965) 

El = -TT-1exp(iirr)[ exp{ikRA cos(8A-cxo)}F{(2kRA)lcos t(8A -cxo)} 

+exp{ikRA COS(8A+CXo)}F{ -(2kRA)!COS t(8A+CXO))], (27) 

where, referring to Figure 3, 

o ~ 2TT-8A ~ TT-Y, 

TT-Y < 2TT- 8 A < TT+Y, 

+ ( ·kR) exp -1". d 100 ( • 2) ) 
exp -1 2 ". . 

[k(R 1-R2)]i (".2 + 2kR2)! 

} (28) 

(29) 
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The two integrals in Eo can be approximated by Fresnel integrals to a degree of 
accuracy that is inadequate only if both the source T and the point of observation 
P are well within a wavelength of the diffracting edge of A. This approximation is 
done by replacing fL in the non-exponential part of the integrand by the lower limit 
of the integral (Clemmow 1950), giving 

Eo ~ 2ik(exP(-ikRa) F({k(RI-Ra)}T) + exp(-ikR2) F({k(RI-R2)}t)), } 
C {k(Rl + Ra)}T {k(Rl +R2)}t 

(30) 

F(V) = I: exp(-ifL2) dfL, Rl = Ro+RA. 

If P lies in the region 0 :::( 27T-(h :::( 7T-Y, the a.dditional term (7Tk/c)H~2)(kRa) in 
(28) represents the reflected wave of the line source T, which appears to be radiated 
by an image source at T'. It is these .reflected waves of the line sources between the 
two screens that account for' the reflection interaction effect measured in certain 
parts of the diffracted field. This effect has been discussed in Tan (1967a, 1967b). 

The point P does not necessarily receive the reflected waves of all the line 
sources on half-plane B. For example, in Figure 4, P will see the reflected waves 
of only those line sources on B for which P > po. A source T2 will include P in its 
region of reflected waves, while a source Ta will not. In general, the diffracted field 
from half-plane A will be, from (26), 

(31) 

The iteration scheme can now be applied by successively substituting for the unknown 
gB the values of the iterations gBO etc. from (25). For all but the smallest slit widths 
(e.g. slit widths of half a wavelength or smaller), only one or two iterations will give 
results of sufficient accuracy, a fact borne out by comparison with experimental 
measurements of electric field intensity and phase (Tan 1967b). 

With one iteration, the second term in (31) gives 

roo gBO(p) Eo dp ~ sin loco ( exp( - ikR30) F({k(RA +2a-Rao)}T) 
Jo 7T {k(RA+2a+Rao)}1 

+ exp(-ikRB) F({k(RA+2a-RB)}I)), (32) 
{k(RA +2a+RB)}1 

where we have made the approximations 

gBO(p) = g AO(p) '" C7T-a/2 sin !oco (2ikp )-1 exp( - ikp) , 

} (33) 

and have assumed the case of normal plane wave incidence. The approximations 
(33) are justifiable in that only the current to the edge (p small) contributes appreciably 
to this term. 
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To evaluate the last term in (31), we replace the Hankel function by the first 
term of its asymptotic series. However, here we must include the line sources on 
the entire scre,en and not, just those near the screen edge. Writing 

(JBO(p) ~ ~/2(exp( -ikp) sin!(X() + exp(itn-) sin or:o exp(ikp cos or:o) 
7T (2ikp)1 

((2kp) ·C08tl%o ) 

X Jo exp( -il) dp. , (34a) 

H~2)(kRa) = {k(Rao+p)}-l (2/7T)1 exp(i!7T) exp{-ik(Rao+p)} , (34b) 

the two integrals for this reflection effect are 

7Tk foo . C exp( - ikp) , 1. (2)t (' 1-) exp( - ikRs) d - - sm"2"cxo - exp 14 " , P 
. C Po 7Ta/2 (2ikp)* . 7T . (kRa)l 

2* , 1. exp(-ikRao)F((2k )l) 
~-sm"2"or:o . po 

7T {k(Rao+po)}* 
(35) 

and 

k foo {_c ((2kP)icoBtaO) 
: Po ~exp(itn-)sinor:oexp(ikpcos(X()) Jo exp(-ip.2) dp. 

(2)* ('1-) exp( -ikRa) d 
X - exp 14 " p 

7T (kRa)t 
i 

2*( sin (X() exp( -ikRso)) (' i(2kPo) C08*ao , 2 
~- 1 ' exp{-lkpo(l-cosor:o)} exp(-Ip.) dp. 

7T -cos or:o {k(Rao+ po)}* 0 , 

+cos 1(X() F( (2kpo)t») . (36) 

Combining (35) and (36), we have that 

7Tk foo . (2) - JBO(p) Ho (kRa) dp 
C Po 

21 ex, p(-ikRao) (F((2kpo)1) + sinor:o {'k (1 )} 
~ - . exp -1 po -cosor:o 

7T {k(Rao+po)}t sm!or:o l-cosor:o 

i (2Po)lc08t a o ) 

X exp( -ip. )2dp. 
o 

(37) 

Finally, the total electric field at P is given by 

(38) 

where EA is given by (31), (32), and (37), and EB is similar to EA except for obvious 
modifications. 
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From Figure 4, it is seen that the reflection- term given by (37) will be present 
in the illuminated region behind the aperture (in the geometrical optics sense) only 
for screen inclinatipn angle a; < trr. This is because for a; > trr the reflected waves 
of all the current sources on both screens are confined to the two shadow regions near
the screens. In particular the axial field is free from this reflection effect for such 
cases. When a; < trr this reflection term occurs along the axis for p> OD, whe:re 
D is the intersection on the axis of the reflected ray from sources very far from the 

3 

-2 
-4 
-6 

(a) 

20 25 30 35 

Distance from plane aperture (c?,) 

(b) 

Eqn_ (38) with rellection interaction 
Eqn. (38) without -reOection interaction 

X X X 2nd Rayl. intqral over plane aperture 
o 0 0 2nd Rayleigh integral over extended aperture 
• •• Experimental measurements 

~ 

'\ ,-0 
\ -0 o 

0468 02468 
Distance from axis (em) 

Fig. 5.-Comparison of theoretical and measured values of the electric field intensity 
(a) along and (b) transverse to the axis of 8 slit aperture, with ka = 511", ex = 111", and ,,= a·2cm. 

edge of B. Near the point D, this reflection would be small since po in (31) is large. 
On the other hand, this term is also small when z is large because, although po is now 
small, the distance from the virtual image sources from which the reflections appear 
to radiate, R3, is very large. Thus we expect that the magnitude of this reflection 
term on the axis increases with z for z > OD, and then begins to decrease as z becomes 
large. In any case it is a small effect, but its significance lies in the fact that it is essen
tially due to the two half-planes not being coplanar, and gives one of the main differ
ences between planar and nonplanar diffraction problems. Whereas the planar 
problem can usually be discussed in terms of edge interactions, the nonplanar case 
has screen interactions as well. 
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 5(a) shows a comparison of theory with measured values of the electric 
field intensity along the axis of a 5,\ slit aperture with d = 117 and ,\ = 3·2 cm. 
The reflection effect appears to be observed as ripples about three wavelengths 
behind the aperture. Figure 5(b) presents five transverse scans of the same slit 
aperture. 

The computed curves show significant differences between the results obtained 
with and without reflection interaction. In particular, a characteristic ripple appears 
in consequence of reflection interaction, and the existence of such ripples has been 
detected experimentally. For comparison, the second Rayleigh integral over the plane 
aperture has also been computed. This approximation assumes that the tangential 
magnetic field in the aperture has the values of the incident field and that it is negli
gible over the shadow side of the screens. The results in Figure 5 show this approxi
mation to be reasonable, except that it does not predict the reflection effect. A 
similar approximation, but with the Rayleigh integral taken over the extended 
aperture (Tan 1967b), proves to be less accurate everywhere. Fuller discussions 
of these results are contained in the author's previous reports. 
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